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The Director advised that he had talked to Katzenbach, who had 
been talking to the White House relative. to the report we are to render 

- din the Oswald case. It is Katzenbach's feeling that this report should 
include everything which may raise gm guestion in the mind of the public 
or the press regarding this matter, including such things ss “the =wéturn : 
of the_passport to Oswald in Moscow, and the furnishing of noney ty hin . 

_ by the State Department for the purpose of returning to the U.S. If 
the State Department regulations or law required State to do these 
‘things, we should get a copy of the law. a 

This report will have to contain anything of relevance to the . ‘ 
case, We should get from the Defense Department Oswald's record and 

disciplinary action and discharge. We should cover the angle of Oswald 
going down to Mexico City,and his contacts down there. 

In other words, this report is to settle the dust, in so far 
as Oswald and his activities are concerned, both from the standpoint 
that he is the man who assassinated the President, and relative to 
Oswald himself and his activities and background, et cetera. 

At such time as the report is finished, Hr. Ketzenbach will go 
over it, and will furnish it to other officials of the government, 
such as McCone of CIA, the Secretaries of Navy, Defense, and State, 
80 that they can look it over and make sure they agree and do not - 
any objections. ee ot : , 
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The above change will, of course, require more time for the 
preparation of this report. However, the Director desires that it be 
gut as quickly as possible. Division Six will continue to handle the 
portion of the report dealing with the assessinsiion attempt and the 
evidence gathered to show that Oswald is-responsible. This means that 
w2 will have to carefully check the evidence and Oswald’s possessions 

_ that the police are now turning over to us, to see if additional 
. information should go into-the rope tes ne: Ce YS 

| Division Five will hana tne Sie oot of she copore Oo Les | 
yy will_shoW the background, WNeSclations, et cetera, of Oswald, We rust 
‘Ds certain that anything that is put into the report can be backed wp, }| || 

as it will be subject to minute scrutiny from the press and the public. | 
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For Division Five's part o port’ ve should be certain also that 
“we Bet packvup material, Such as the law relied on.by-.State to give 
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Oswald's passport back to hin, et cetera.-—Ye should be certain 
‘that_agents thoroughly go through Oswald’s effects to see if they 

can pick up any correspondence with the Communist ‘Party, the Soviet 
Embassy, et cetera. | emt 

This is a diteicnlt re me, prepare, but we will have to 
concentrate our on.on it ia erder +o ) procuce the desired 
results. © 
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